


overview

• Photography Basics
• Aperture – shutter speed – ISO relationship 

• Types of  Cameras and their differences
• Digital SLR’s

• Hybrids and mirrorless

• How to use them – setup tips, tricks and advice

• Software solutions



Compromise

Photography is the combination of  capturing an artistic 
vision (or simple documentation) by choosing a set of  
technical compromises

There is no one camera that is the best at everything

Hopefully this presentation will help you get the best out 
of  the cameras you already have, or helps you in 
deciding what to purchase.



Photography Basics

The relationship between: 

• aperture

• shutter speed

• intensity of  light (luminosity- ISO rating)



Aperture

• (Often labeled as A or Av on lenses or dials) typical 
ranges are from f1.8 to f22  (depending on lens)

• Used to regulate the amount of  light entering the 
camera but also has a direct effect on DOF

• Lower numbers indicate wider openings – when you 
need more light – like in low light areas – also creates a 
shallower DOF

• Higher numbers indicate smaller openings – when you 
need less light – like on a bright sunny day –
Larger/Wider DOF



Shutter Speed

• Often labeled as S or Tv (for time value)

• Shutters can be opened for seconds, minutes, even 
hours or they can be as short as 1/10,000 of  a second.  
If  you are shooting at that speed, you probably have a 
combination of  bright light and high ISO 

• Slow shutter speeds are often used to convey motion –
waterfalls or other movement – If  the speed is too slow 
– we get camera motion movement and wind up with 
blurred photo. 



Slow shutter speed on tripod

½ second



Shutter Speed 

• In the old days of  35mm photography, we could use the rule: 

• 1 over the focal length of the lens – to be the slowest hand-holdable
shutter speed to prevent blurring due to camera shake.

• Today – focal lengths don’t mean the same thing because image 
sensor size can be quite different from camera to camera.  As well, we 
have optical image stabilizers that use either gyroscoped camera lens 
elements or gyroscoped in-the-camera-body image sensors to 
minimize blur due to camera shake.  Which all means you can shoot 
handheld in lower light situations, or when you want to lower the ISO 
setting on the camera.

• This will not compensate for blur due to subject movement



ISO-1

• ISO setting is used to adjust (or amplify) the sensitivity 
of  the sensor in the camera

• Turning up the ISO to higher numbers is something 
like turning up an audio amplifier if  your source 
recording is way too low. (or if  the light is too low)  If  
you have to boost the signal electronically, you wind up 
getting noise (hum… crackle… noise).



Iso-2

• Similar to audio noise, when you have to dial up a 
higher ISO value to compensate for low available 
light… you can get an overall more correct exposure –
but at the sake of  introducing some digital noise to 
your image.

• For that reason, we prefer to use as low an ISO setting 
that will allow for an acceptable hand-holdable shutter 
speed and/or the desired DOF that we get through our 
selected aperture value



Iso-3

• Remember – Using a lower ISO – means less digital 
noise in image.

• Digital SLR’s are making great leaps and bounds in 
high ISO-low available light shooting… far surpassing 
what high speed film could do for us in the past.

• Compact cameras – not good with high ISO and low 
light.

• Auto ISO settings – chooses optimal









Differences in 
camera types

Most obvious 
differences are:

Size

Weight

Cost





What’s the difference?

The most significant factor contributing to the difference 
in size, weight and cost is the 

Sensor Size
Compacts vs 4/3’rds vs APS vs FF

In the days of  film we were use to the idea that 
the little cameras used the same size 35mm 

film as the big cameras



Sensor size comparison
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Image_sensor_format



Pixel density matters

• Measured in pixel per square centimeter

• Compare the pixel density of  sensors in of  a full frame 
(35mm size sensor) in an SLR to that of  a compact camera

• 21MP Canon 5D Mark II (2.4 MP/cm2) (Full frame SLR 
sensor) sensor size equals area of  35mm film

Verses

• Compact camera such as the 14.1MP Canon PowerShot
SD1400IS (50MP/cm2) 

• Low light sensitivity is poor in small sensors due to pixel 
density



More megapixels = Better myth

• Truth is – too many pixels per square centimeter means that 
each pixel site does not capture light efficiently… it’s simply 
too small

• You can buy 14MP cameras in both compact and SLR sizes

• 14 million photosites on the sensor of  the compact camera 
are not going to be nearly as large as the 14 million 
photosites on the SLR sensor

• Larger photosites on sensors capture light more efficiently

• Cameras often sold on the number of  megapixels



Sensor Size Comparison
http://www.cambridgeincolour.com/tutorials/digital-camera-sensor-size.htm



SLR Lenses

• Lens / sensor – two most important aspects of  camera

• Sensor size – lens choice – AF-s size or Full Frame

• 1.6 crop factor and field of  view on APS sized sensors

(35mm FF becomes 56mm lens) 

(50mm FF becomes 80mm) 

• Fixed focal lengths vs zooms

• Maximum aperture – stopping down - sharpness



sensor size 1.6X crop
http://www.cambridgeincolour.com/tutorials/digital-camera-sensor-size.htm



Lens distortion

• When copying textual materials straight on, avoid 
focal lengths that have visible distortion – pin-
cushioning or barrel

• To test optimal focal lengths to avoid distortion, 
perform test shots with graph paper and see which 
focal lengths present little or no distortion.

• Use this focal length and move height of  tripod or copy 
stand closer or further away.



Pin-cushioning



Barrel



Barrel distortion at wide 
angle and close range









Barrel distortion



Full Frame (35mm) image circle
http://www.bobatkins.com/photography/digital/full_frame_vs_aps-c.html



Corner and edge sharpness
http://www.photographybay.com/2010/03/26/finding-the-sweet-spot/



What to consider when 
purchasing a lens

• Lens quality – sharpness in corners 

• image circle of  lens compared with sensor

• Zoom lenses vs. fixes lenses

• Flat field – pincushioning and barrel distortion



Shallow Depth of Field (DOF)
wide aperture 2.8 – telephoto 300mm 

– FF sensor



Shallow DOF





Wide (Large) DOF



Shallow DOF



Shallow DOF
macro small sensor LX-3



Macro – high 
magnification

Many compact cameras (with small 
sensors) are very useful for macro 

photography

Small sensor = Large DOF

However, some distortion can occur

In most cases, highest magnification is 
also a widest angle

Must get lens very physically close

Sometimes blocks light source



Lighting

• What are you shooting? Do you want flat lighting? 

• Do you want side lighting and shadows?

• Do you want or need to use flash?  Handholding 
macro shots? (Extreme close up, high magnification)

• Be aware of  heat issues – both material that you are 
photographing and possible overheating of  flash

• Differences in “hot” tungsten lights and “cold” 
compact flourescent lights





lighting

• If  using natural room light be careful that your shadow 
or the shadow of  the camera support does not affect 
the image

• Using the WB (white balance) settings

• Adjusting WB with settings in degrees Kelvin

• Using a stored image to adjust white balance

• Shooting RAW and adjusting WB after shooting



• Articulated desk lamps with 
shade

• Light from sides at 45 
degrees to avoid glare (lower 
than example on right

• Use on both sides

• Set of  four lamps - $80?



Camera supports

• Tripods

• Easels

• Clamps

• Copystands

• Book copying set ups



Copystand





Book copier



Book copier 2



http://booksnap.atiz.com/





Manfrotto Magic Arm







Digital camera as microfiche 
reader

• Magic Arm Clamp + Compact camera

• Set in front of  microfiche reader

• Works with the oldest microfiche or film readers

• If  you can’t afford a new machine that prints or emails



Software solutions



Breeze Systems Software
http://www.breezesys.com/DSLRRemotePro/

http://www.breezesys.com/DSLRRemotePro/


Breeze Systems Software
http://www.breezesys.com/DSLRRemotePro/

http://www.breezesys.com/DSLRRemotePro/


Breeze Systems Software
http://www.breezesys.com/DSLRRemotePro/

http://www.breezesys.com/DSLRRemotePro/


http://www.ononesoftware.com/detail.phpprodLine_id=38

http://www.ononesoftware.com/detail.php?prodLine_id=38


More tethered shooting

• Apple

• Aperture: tethered shooting : 
http://support.apple.com/kb/ht1085

• Macworld Article: Shoot tethered to control your 
camera from you Mac: 
http://www.macworld.com/article/146453/2010/02/
shooting_tethered.html

http://support.apple.com/kb/ht1085
http://www.macworld.com/article/146453/2010/02/shooting_tethered.html
http://www.macworld.com/article/146453/2010/02/shooting_tethered.html


De-tethered wireless transfer

• Eye-Fi 4GB X2 $49  to 8GB Pro X2 @ $149

• If  you have a viewfinder that easy to see for positioning 
your document, you can use a new type of  SD card that has 
a built in Wi-Fi transmitter built into it.

• They are made by: Eye-Fi: http://www.eye.fi/how-it-
works/basics

• This gives any SD compatible camera the ability to 
wirelessly transfer images to a computer while shooting is 
taking place.

• Endless memory – once content is safely delivered it deletes 
images from card to make more space.

http://www.eye.fi/how-it-works/basics
http://www.eye.fi/how-it-works/basics


http://www.eye.fi/how-it-works/basics

http://www.eye.fi/how-it-works/basics


More eye-Fi

• Does not have to upload to a computer… 

• certain EyeFi cards can upload directly to Picasa 
WebAlbums or Flicker through Wi-Fi hotspots.  

• This also enables automatic Geo-tagging of  the 
images.  

• Even if  you don’t upload… if  there are wireless 
networks within range… the card will automatically 
geo-tag the images.



Shooting Tips

• Light colored objects – white dress or shirt – bright 
beach – bright water – snow… all need more exposure 
in order to look bright on the finished image.  
Especially white paper. (If  shooting documents)

• Dark or black images needs negative exposure 
compensation to render dark… otherwise they look 
grey and lighter tones get washed out.

• Focus – on SLRs - move it to a separate button if  you 
can 



• Fill the viewfinder (sensor) to maximize the resolution 
of  your image. Avoid cropping. 

• If  lighting a document on a copy stand, do not let your 
artificial light source strike the front element of  your 
lens. This can cause what is called lens flare, or just 
reduce the overall contrast of  the image.



On the use of Flash

• Try to avoid using the built in on-camera flash.

• If  using flash attached to hot shoe…. Avoid direct flash 
if  possible.  Look for low white ceiling or wall to 
bounce off  of.  



Recommendations

• Tethered shooting or to card?

• Does your camera have an articulated (folding) viewfinder?

• Which way does the viewfinder articulate?  If  it swings 
downward… it won’t work on a tripod or copystand because 
the mounting mechanism will be in the way of  the opened 
viewfinder.  – Look for sideways folding viewfinders.

• If  yes: choice – you don’t have to shoot tethered

• Do you have a dedicated computer near to copystand – or 
laptop?



Best Bets for compacts

• Avoid extreme zooms – not useful in most library work 
– usually poor macro capabilities 

• Panasonic Lumix LX-3 –
• very good quality – many features – no compromises 

with lens

• Lot’s of  manual control – manual focus, manual 
exposure, hot shoe for external flash

• Short zoom – but fast and high quality.

• One big drawback – no articulated viewfinder



• Recommend Canon’s because there is more 3rd party 
tethering software (although that is beginning to change –
Nikon is often supported or currently being developed)

• Canon Powershot G11 

• Lower MP density / cm2 than many other compacts (stuck 
with 10MP instead of  higher values)

• Side articulated viewfinder

• Hot shoe for external flash

• 5X zoom maintains qualty



• Look for swing-out viewfinders and included remote controls

• The problem with high magnification (12X to 20X) zoom lenses

• Pincushioning and barrel distortion

• Lens maximum (widest) aperture at full zoom is rather small. 
F6.9-8 which means you need to be shooting in a lot of  light for 
handholding, or using a tripod for a slower shutter speed, or using 
a high ISO to avoid handshake blur – therefore causing massive 
noise issues on image

• Very slow autofocus at extreme zoom – shooting moving objects 
is hard.

• Can’t use all that 20X zoom on a copy stand



SLR recommendations

• Canon has more opportunities for remote tethering but 
that is changing. – Research your options – is remote 
control software bundled with camera?  What is 
currently available?

• Nikon had lost the lead for a few years, but have come 
back with a vengeance the last few years.  Perhaps a 
slight edge to them in high end cameras with regards to  
– low light and high ISO shooting… but for average 
library work… this is not an issue.



• Cost: 

• Do you need a pro-shooters camera that takes 8-10 
frames per second, with extreme weather sealing, more 
megapixels than you need, built strong enough to 
hammer nails, built in verticle grip, super fast 45 point 
AF etc…  ? 



SLR prices without lenses

• Canon 1Ds Mark III body with full Frame 21.1 MP sensor 
sells for $6,938.00

• Canon 5D Mark II body with Full Frame 21.1 MP sensor  
sells for $2,897.00

• Canon  EOS 7D SLR with the same 18MP sensor as the 
T2i sells for $1,847.00

• The newest Canon SLR - EOS Rebel T2i - 18MP body sells 
for $873.00

• Remember FF sensors require extreme high end optics to 
ensure sharpness in outer circle region of  the image circle.



Hybrid 4/3 sensor

• Panasonic & Olympus

• Relatively large sensor

• No mirror housing – closer to the size of  compacts

• High quality

• Many have swing out articulated viewfinders

• Interchangable lenses – some zoom, some fixed

• Many have hot shoes for external flash



Other considerations/accessories

• External Power supplies – instead of  changing batteries

• External viewfinders – electronic & optical

• Wireless flash accessories – Pocket Wizard

• Infrared remote triggers

• Kodak color card – grey card
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